Things That Go Together

Cost: $0.99

Publisher: Innovative Investments Limited

Platform: iOS only.

Description: An app like this will help students understand what items go together and which do not belong together. This problem solving and motive skill app is a brilliant tool for both language and critical thinking skills to develop category recognition.

Features: Option to add your own voice, audio hints and customize your matching games for your students or children.

Grade Levels: Pre-K +

Subject Area: Educational

Assessments: No, this app does not record student performance.

Strengths: Fun & interactive, has the option for customization to make matching relevant to the student's lives, and already has 200+ default images. Matching and the understanding behind this concept is important for students to grasp, and this app allows you that practice.

Weaknesses: This should not be the only tool that your child uses for matching games, however it is a great supplemental tool. It is not obvious that this caters to other languages other than English.

Overall Impression: This is a fun tool for your young students/children! It can help students grasp the concepts of matching in an engaging way.

Connection to UDL Guidelines:
Illustrate through multiple media (2.5)